
English W/C 16/11/20 

Monday 

                                                                                                                                              

Add the missing words to the sentences. 

advice device license practice prophecy 

advise devise license practise prophesy 

 
The _________________ the cook gave me was to use more spice.  

I _________________ you to take more exercise. 
It was a _________________ for removing ice from car windows.    

My challenge was to _________________ a clever disguise for the 
party. 

Adnan has applied for a _________________ to fish on the river. 
I went to the post office to renew my driving _________________. 
The teacher told me to _________________ my spellings. 
The netball _________________ last night was cancelled. 
The witch’s _________________ came true.    

He is going to _________________ the end of the world 
 

 

  



Tuesday 

                                                                    

Tuesday 17th November 2020                                                                                                                             
Overall Objective: To be able to vary the way I structure my sentences. 

Learning Objective: I can vary the way I structure my sentences, e.g. a long, 
complex sentence to add detail or improve cohesion, followed by a short sentence 

to add drama. 
 

The carnival float was a palace of beauty moving steadily down the street. I 
stood mesmerised. I had never seen such a vibrant and colourful display before. 
Everyone was dancing around me and the ground was shaking with the rhythm of 

the music. As I took this amazing view in, the carnival crowds surged forward 
like a huge, roaring sea tiger devouring me in one ravenous bite.  For a moment, I 

couldn’t see.  I couldn’t breathe. Panic. I looked around but I couldn’t see my 
friend.  Suddenly, I felt her hand pulling me away. Relief flooded through my 

body.  As we moved on, I felt myself gradually relaxing into the busy, bustling 
atmosphere of the carnival 

 
    

Task: 
 Read the paragraph above.  Find two examples of each sentences type and 

copy them neatly in your book. 

 

Simple sentences 

 

Compound sentences 

      

Complex sentences 

 

Challenge: 

Write a paragraph to describe the carnival music.  Include a complex sentence, a 
compound sentence and a short sentence to add drama and help your writing flow.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday – Planning 

 



Thursday and Friday – Write a setting description 

Use your plan to write your setting description for a Brazilian Carnival. 

Check you have included the features in the success criteria below.  

Success Criteria – Describe settings in a narrative          Me 

I can use capital letters and full stops accurately  
I can use paragraphs to organise my ideas.  
I can use figurative language.  
I can include descriptions based on the 5 senses.  
I can include a variety of sentence types (simple, compound and 
complex for effect. 

 

I have maintained a consistent tense in a piece of writing.   
 


